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Blueprints Visual Scripting for Unreal Engine is a step-by-step approach to building a fully functional game, one system at a time. Starting
with a basic First Person Shooter template, each chapter will extend the prototype to create an increasingly complex and robust game
experience. You will progress from creating basic shooting mechanics to gradually more complex systems that will generate user interface
elements and intelligent enemy behavior. Focusing on universally applicable skills, the expertise you will develop in utilizing Blueprints can
translate to other types of genres. By the time you finish the book, you will have a fully functional First Person Shooter game and the skills
necessary to expand on the game to develop an entertaining, memorable experience for your players. From making customizations to player
movement to creating new AI and game mechanics from scratch, you will discover everything you need to know to get started with game
development using Blueprints and Unreal Engine 4.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. “With his YouTube channel, Mitch’s VR Lab, Mitch has helped thousands of people understand the foundations of
locomotion and interaction mechanics with clear and concise UE4 videos. I’m thrilled that he has taken the time to bring all his knowledge
and experience in working with Unreal Engine and Virtual Reality to the Unreal® Engine VR Cookbook…. Mitch is uniquely qualified to share
this book with the world.” —Luis Cataldi, Unreal Engine Education, Epic Games, Inc. For game developers and visualization specialists, VR is
the next amazing frontier to conquer—and Unreal Engine 4 is the ideal platform to conquer it with. Unreal ® Engine VR Cookbook is your
complete, authoritative guide to building stunning experiences on any Unreal Engine 4-compatible VR hardware. Renowned VR developer
and instructor Mitch McCaffrey brings together best practices, common interaction paradigms, specific guidance on implementing these
paradigms in Unreal Engine, and practical guidance on choosing the right approaches for your project. McCaffrey’s tested “recipes” contain
step-by-step instructions, while empowering you with concise explanations of the underlying theory and math. Whether you’re creating firstperson shooters or relaxation simulators, the techniques McCaffrey explains help you get immediate results, as you gain “big picture”
knowledge and master nuances that will help you succeed with any genre or project. Understand basic VR concepts and terminology
Implement VR logic with Blueprint visual scripting Create basic VR projects with Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Gear VR, Google VR, PSVR, and
other environments Recognize and manage differences between seated and standing VR experiences Set up trace interactions and
teleportation Work with UMG and 2D UIs Implement character inverse kinematics (IK) for head and hands Define effective motion controller
interaction Help users avoid motion sickness Optimize VR applications Explore the VR editor, community resources, and more If you’re
ready to master VR on Unreal Engine 4, this is the practical resource you’ve been searching for! Register your product at
informit.com/register for convenient access to downloads, updates, and corrections as they become available.
Start with the fundamentals of UE4 and progressively build your knowledge and skills through several easy-to-follow projects. Take a handson approach to equip yourself with the tools needed to develop your own high-quality, immersive games.
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which.
Charm, persuasion, the ability to create illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who is able
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to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once. When raised to the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has
toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of
seduction: the characters and the process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer.
Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over
their target. Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition,
Greene provides instruction on how to identify victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a
fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer on
the essence of one of history's greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally bestselling author of The 48 Laws of
Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
Discover all the secrets of Unreal Engine and create seven fully functional games with the help of step-by-step instructions About This Book
Understand what a Blueprint is and how to create a complex visual scripting code Discover the infinite possibilities that Unreal Engine offers,
and understand which tool to use, where and when Learn to think like a real game developer in order to create enjoyable and bug-free games
using this comprehensive and practical handbook Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for intermediate level developers who know how to
use Unreal Engine and want to go through a series of projects that will further their expertise. Working knowledge of C++ is a must. What You
Will Learn Write clean and reusable Blueprint scripts Develop any kind of game you have in mind, following the rules used by experts Move
through Unreal Engine 4, always knowing what you are doing and where to find the right tool for your needs Integrate C++ code into your
projects using Visual Studio and the tools that Unreal provides Extricate between classes, nodes, interfaces, macros, and functions Work with
different types of assets, from 3D objects to audio sources, from UI buttons to animations Explore all the aspects of the game logic—collisions,
navigation meshes, matinees, volumes, events, and states In Detail With the arrival of Unreal Engine 4, a new wonderful tool was born:
Blueprint. This visual scripting tool allows even non-programmers to develop the logic for their games, allowing almost anyone to create entire
games without the need to write a single line of code. The range of features you can access with Blueprint script is pretty extensive, making it
one of the foremost choices for many game developers. Unreal Engine Game Development Blueprints helps you unleash the real power of
Unreal by helping you to create engaging and spectacular games. It will explain all the aspects of developing a game, focusing on visual
scripting, and giving you all the information you need to create your own games. We start with an introductory chapter to help you move
fluidly inside the Blueprint user interface, recognize its different components, and understand any already written Blueprint script. Following
this, you will learn how to modify generated Blueprint classes to produce a single player tic-tac-toe game and personalize it. Next, you will
learn how to create simple user interfaces, and how to extend Blueprints through code. This will help you make an informed decision between
choosing Blueprint or code. You will then see the real power of Unreal unleashed as you create a beautiful scene with moving, AI controlled
objects, particles, and lights. Then, you will learn how to create AI using a behavior tree and a global level Blueprint, how to modify the
camera, and how to shoot custom bullets. Finally, you will create a complex game using Blueprintable components complete with a menu,
power-up, dangerous objects, and different weapons. Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow guide full of practical game examples.
Each chapter contains step-by-step instructions to build a complete game and each game uses a different tool in order to cover all the topics
in a detailed and progressive manner.
Over 40 recipes to accelerate the process of learning game design and solving development problems using Unreal Engine About This Book
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Explore the quickest way to tackle common challenges faced in Unreal Engine Create your own content, levels, light scenes, and materials,
and work with Blueprints and C++ scripting An intermediate, fast-paced Unreal Engine guide with targeted recipes to design games within its
framework Who This Book Is For This book is for those who are relatively experienced with Unreal Engine 4 and have knowledge of its
fundamentals. Working knowledge of C++ is required. What You Will Learn Discover editor functionalities for an in-depth insight into game
design Develop environments using terrain for outdoor areas and a workflow for interiors as well using brushes Design various kinds of
materials with unique features, such as mirrors and glows Explore the various ways that lighting can be used in the engine Build various level
effects using Blueprints, Unreal's visual scripting system Set up a development environment and develop custom functionality with C++ for
your games Create healthbars and main menus with animations using Slate, Unreal's UI solution, through the UMG Editor Package and
create an installer to get your project out into the world In Detail Unreal Engine is powerful tool with rich functionalities to create games. It
equips you with the skills to easily build mobile and desktop games from scratch without worrying about which platform they will run on. You
can focus on the individual complexities of game development such as animation and rendering. This book takes you on a journey to
jumpstart your game design efforts. You will learn various aspects of the Unreal engine commonly encountered with practical examples of
how it can be used, with numerous references for further study. You will start by getting acquainted with Unreal Engine 4 and building out
levels for your game. This will be followed by recipes to help you create environments, place meshes, and implement your characters. You
will then learn to work with lights, camera, and shadows to include special effects in your game. Moving on, you'll learn Blueprint scripting and
C++ programming to enable you to achieve trigger effects and add simple functionalities. By the end of the book, you will see how to create a
healthbar and main menu, and then get your game ready to be deployed and published. Style and approach This book offers detailed, easyto-follow recipes that will help you master a wide range of Unreal Engine 4's features. Every recipe provides step-by-step instructions, with
explanations of how these features work, and alternative approaches and research materials so you can learn even more.
Masters of Doom is the amazing true story of the Lennon and McCartney of video games: John Carmack and John Romero. Together, they
ruled big business. They transformed popular culture. And they provoked a national controversy. More than anything, they lived a unique and
rollicking American Dream, escaping the broken homes of their youth to co-create the most notoriously successful game franchises in
history—Doom and Quake—until the games they made tore them apart. Americans spend more money on video games than on movie tickets.
Masters of Doom is the first book to chronicle this industry’s greatest story, written by one of the medium’s leading observers. David
Kushner takes readers inside the rags-to-riches adventure of two rebellious entrepreneurs who came of age to shape a generation. The vivid
portrait reveals why their games are so violent and why their immersion in their brilliantly designed fantasy worlds offered them solace. And it
shows how they channeled their fury and imagination into products that are a formative influence on our culture, from MTV to the Internet to
Columbine. This is a story of friendship and betrayal, commerce and artistry—a powerful and compassionate account of what it’s like to be
young, driven, and wildly creative. “To my taste, the greatest American myth of cosmogenesis features the maladjusted, antisocial, genius
teenage boy who, in the insular laboratory of his own bedroom, invents the universe from scratch. Masters of Doom is a particularly inspired
rendition. Dave Kushner chronicles the saga of video game virtuosi Carmack and Romero with terrific brio. This is a page-turning, mythopoeic
cyber-soap opera about two glamorous geek geniuses—and it should be read while scarfing down pepperoni pizza and swilling Diet Coke,
with Queens of the Stone Age cranked up all the way.”—Mark Leyner, author of I Smell Esther Williams
Prepare for Unreal Engine 5! Learn the fundamentals of the C++ programming language as well as Unreal Engine's code base for creating
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and packaging a complete hack and slash action game. Implement combat, AI and Behavior Trees, animation, gameplay mechanics,
interfaces and delegates, collision and physics, ray casting, game saving, menu and HUD creation via UMG, and much more.
From NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks comes the first novel in his breakout fantasy trilogy in which a young boy trains under the city's
most legendary and feared assassin, Durzo Blint. For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art--and he is the city's most accomplished artist. For
Azoth, survival is precarious. Something you never take for granted. As a guild rat, he's grown up in the slums, and learned to judge people
quickly--and to take risks. Risks like apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to be accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life and
embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar Stern, he must learn to navigate the assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange
magics--and cultivate a flair for death. Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and magic by Brent Weeks, which has delighted readers
all over the world--with over one million copies in print! Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel:
The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more from
Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White
Master the Art of Unreal Engine 4 - Blueprints takes a concise, clear, informative but fun approach to developing Unreal Engine 4, without
touching a single line of code. By using this book, you'll be creating various small projects completely in blueprint. From this book, you'll be
equipped with the know-how you'll need to create the game of your dreams. On top of mastering the Blueprints system in Unreal Engine 4,
you'll also learn the secrets behind getting the most out of the beast of an engine.
Praise for Ursula K. Le Guin's short story collections: "It is the author's more serious work that displays her talents best. . . . [A] classy and
valuable collection."—Publishers Weekly "A master of the craft."—Neil Gaiman The Unreal and the Real is a two-volume selection of Ursula K.
Le Guin's best stories. It is a much-anticipated event and there is no doubt it will delight, amuse, and provoke. Where on Earth explores Le
Guin's satirical, risky, political, and experimental earthbound stories. Ursula K. Le Guin has received the PEN–Malamud and National Book
Awards, among others. She lives in Portland, Oregon.
This book serves as an introduction to the level design process in Unreal Engine 4. By working with a number of different components within
the Unreal Editor, readers will learn to create levels using BSPs, create custom materials, create custom Blueprints complete with events,
import objects, create particle effects, create sound effects and combine them to create a complete playable game level. The book is
designed to work step by step at the beginning of each chapter, then allow the reader to complete similar tasks on their own to show an
understanding of the content. A companion website with project files and additional information is included.
Master the Art of Unreal Engine 4 - Blueprints takes a concise, clear, informative but fun approach to developing Unreal Engine 4, without
touching a single line of code. By using this book, you’ll be creating various small projects completely in blueprint. From this book, you’ll be
equipped with the know-how you’ll need to create the game of your dreams. On top of mastering the Blueprints system in Unreal Engine 4,
you’ll also learn the secrets behind getting the most out of the beast of an engine.
Mastering Unreal Technology, Volume II: Advanced Level Design Concepts with Unreal Engine 3 is your start-to-finish guide to state-of-theart Unreal Tournament 3 modding and level design. Here’s everything you need to know to take your game design skills to the next level,
creating content with breakthrough depth and interactivity! Your authors aren’t just the world’s #1 Unreal game development trainers:
They’ve built the training mods that shipped with Unreal Tournament. Now, working with the full cooperation of Unreal Engine 3’s creators,
Epic Games, they introduce innovative, pro-quality techniques you’ll find nowhere else: outstanding solutions for everything from particle
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effects to physics, materials to cinematics. Packed with tips, hands-on tutorials, and expert insight, Mastering Unreal Technology, Volume II
will help you take Unreal Tournament 3 and Unreal Engine 3 to the limit...and then blow right by it! You’ll find expert tips on Creating
advanced materials that leverage the full power of UnrealEd’s Material Editor Bringing levels to life with objects affected by gravity, collisions,
and player influence Creating fire, smoke, sparks, and more with Unreal Engine 3’s particle effects system Building custom user interfaces,
including Heads-Up Displays (HUDs) that update constantly Using SoundCues to mix, modulate, crossfade, and attenuate sounds
Generating real-time camera-based effects, including depth of field, motion blur, and color adjustment Using post process effects to quickly
transform a scene’s look and feel without changing existing materials or textures Animating characters and vehicles that move with
unprecedented realism Creating in-game cinematics that develop your characters and move your story forward
The next chapter in dominating Unreal Engine 4's Blueprint system, "Master the Art of Unreal Engine 4 Blueprints - Extra Credits" puts you
back into the driver's seat and delivers you as many projects as humanly possible, helping you to become even more of a Master of Unreal
Engine 4 and the Blueprints system!
Develop high-quality interactive games with the power of Unreal Engine's visual scripting language and Blueprints framework Key Features
Design a fully functional game in UE4 without writing a single line of code Implement visual scripting to develop gameplay mechanics, UI,
visual effects, VR and artificial intelligence Deploy your game on multiple platforms and share it with the world Book Description Blueprints is
the visual scripting system in Unreal Engine that enables programmers to create baseline systems and can be extended by designers. This
book helps you explore all the features of the Blueprint Editor and guides you through using Variables, Macros, and Functions. You’ll also
learn about object-oriented programming (OOP) and discover the Gameplay Framework. In addition to this, you’ll learn how Blueprint
Communication allows one Blueprint to access information from another Blueprint. Later chapters will focus on building a fully functional
game using a step-by-step approach. You’ll start with a basic first-person shooter (FPS) template, and each chapter will build on the
prototype to create an increasingly complex and robust game experience. You’ll then progress from creating basic shooting mechanics to
more complex systems, such as user interface elements and intelligent enemy behavior. The skills you will develop using Blueprints can also
be employed in other gaming genres. In the concluding chapters, the book demonstrates how to use arrays, maps, enums, and vector
operations. Finally, you’ll learn how to build a basic VR game. By the end of this book, you’ll have learned how to build a fully functional
game and will have the skills required to develop an entertaining experience for your audience. What you will learn Understand programming
concepts in Blueprints Create prototypes and iterate new game mechanics rapidly Build user interface elements and interactive menus Use
advanced Blueprint nodes to manage the complexity of a game Explore all the features of the Blueprint editor, such as the Components tab,
Viewport, and Event Graph Get to grips with object-oriented programming (OOP) concepts and explore the Gameplay Framework Learn
Virtual Reality development with UE Blueprint Who this book is for This book is for anyone who is interested in developing games or
applications with UE4. Although basic knowledge of Windows OS is required, experience in programming or UE4 is not necessary.

Traces the career of abstract expressionist Willem De Kooning, discussing his personal life with wife Elaine Fried, and his battle
with alcoholism and Alzheimer's disease.
The Official, Full-Color Guide to Developing Interactive Visualizations, Animations, and Renderings with Unreal Engine 4 Unreal
Engine 4 (UE4) was created to develop video games, but it has gone viral among architecture, science, engineering, and medical
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visualization communities. UE4’s stunning visual quality, cutting-edge toolset, unbeatable price (free!), and unprecedented ease
of use redefines the state of the art and has turned the gaming, film, and visualization industries on their heads. Unreal Engine 4
for Design Visualization delivers the knowledge visualization professionals need to leverage UE4’s immense power. World-class
UE4 expert Tom Shannon introduces Unreal Engine 4’s components and technical concepts, mentoring you through the entire
process of building outstanding visualization content–all with realistic, carefully documented, step-by-step sample projects.
Shannon answers the questions most often asked about UE4 visualization, addressing issues ranging from data import and
processing to lighting, advanced materials, and rendering. He reveals important ways in which UE4 works differently from
traditional rendering systems, even when it uses similar terminology. Throughout, he writes from the perspective of visualization
professionals in architecture, engineering, or science–not gaming. Understand UE4’s components and development environment
Master UE4’s pipeline from source data to delivered application Recognize and adapt to the differences between UE4 and
traditional visualization and rendering techniques Achieve staggering realism with UE4’s Physically Based Rendering (PBR)
Materials, Lighting, and Post-Processing pipelines Create production-ready Materials with the interactive real-time Material Editor
Quickly set up projects, import massive datasets, and populate worlds with accurate visualization data Develop bright, warm
lighting for architectural visualizations Create pre-rendered animations with Sequencer Use Blueprints Visual Scripting to create
complex interactions without writing a single line of code Work with (and around) UE4’s limitations and leveraging its advantages
to achieve your vision All UE4 project files and 3ds Max source files, plus additional resources and links, are available at the
book's companion website.
A haunting fable of art, family, and fate from the author of the Outline trilogy. A woman invites a famous artist to use her
guesthouse in the remote coastal landscape where she lives with her family. Powerfully drawn to his paintings, she believes his
vision might penetrate the mystery at the center of her life. But as a long, dry summer sets in, his provocative presence itself
becomes an enigma—and disrupts the calm of her secluded household. Second Place, Rachel Cusk’s electrifying new novel, is a
study of female fate and male privilege, the geometries of human relationships, and the moral questions that animate our lives. It
reminds us of art’s capacity to uplift—and to destroy.
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design - no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book
of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic games also are
the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when you view your game from many different
perspectives, or lenses. While touring through the unusual territory that is game design, this book gives the reader one hundred of
these lenses - one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask yourself that will help make your game better. These lenses are
gathered from fields as diverse as psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film, software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be inspired to become a better game
designer - and will understand how to do it.
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A New York Times Notable Book of 2019 A unique exploration of the life and work of Rudyard Kipling in Gilded Age America, from
a celebrated scholar of American literature At the turn of the twentieth century, Rudyard Kipling towered over not just English
literature but the entire literary world. At the height of his fame in 1907, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature, becoming
its youngest winner. His influence on major figures—including Freud and William James—was pervasive and profound. But in recent
decades Kipling’s reputation has suffered a strange eclipse. Though his body of work still looms large, and his monumental poem
“If—” is quoted and referenced by politicians, athletes, and ordinary readers alike, his unabashed imperialist views have come
under increased scrutiny. In If, scholar Christopher Benfey brings this fascinating and complex writer to life and, for the first time,
gives full attention to Kipling's intense engagement with the United States—a rarely discussed but critical piece of evidence in our
understanding of this man and his enduring legacy. Benfey traces the writer’s deep involvement with America over one crucial
decade, from 1889 to 1899, when he lived for four years in Brattleboro, Vermont, and sought deliberately to turn himself into a
specifically American writer. It was his most prodigious and creative period, as well as his happiest, during which he wrote The
Jungle Book and Captains Courageous. Had a family dispute not forced his departure, Kipling almost certainly would have stayed.
Leaving was the hardest thing he ever had to do, Kipling said. “There are only two places in the world where I want to live,” he
lamented, “Bombay and Brattleboro. And I can’t live in either.” In this fresh examination of Kipling, Benfey hangs a provocative
“what if” over Kipling’s American years and maps the imprint Kipling left on his adopted country as well as the imprint the country
left on him. If proves there is relevance and magnificence to be found in Kipling’s work.
Let your imagination run wild in the world of Unreal Technology.Mastering Unreal Technology: The Art of Level Designknows no
boundaries as it shows you how to build custom mods, maps and levels with the Unreal engine. Its tutorial format will give you
immediate results through the tips and demos provided from the industry's top level designers. Learn to create your own
characters, weapons and gaming environments, as well as how to go beyond the Unreal environment and export custom elements
from 3D modeling applications. A CD that contains the Unreal Engine, graphics, examples and code is also included, giving you
everything you need to create custom levels in Unreal or build your own games and virtual environments. Mastering Unreal
Technology will help put you on the cutting-edge of gaming technology.
Create assets for history-based games. This book covers the fundamental principles required to understand and create
architectural visualizations of historical locations using digital tools. You will explore aspects of 3D design visualization and VR
integration using industry-preferred software. Some of the most popular video games in recent years have historical settings (Age
of Empires, Call of Duty, etc.). Creating these games requires creating historically accurate game assets. You will use Blender to
create VR-ready assets by modeling and unwrapping them. And you will use Substance Painter to texture the assets that you
create. You will also learn how to use the Quixel Megascans library to acquire and implement physically accurate materials in the
scenes. Finally, you will import the assets into Unreal Engine 4 and recreate a VR integrated heritage that can be explored in real
time. Using VR technology and game engines, you can digitally recreate historical settings for games. What You Will Learn Create
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high-quality, optimized models suitable for any 3D game engine Master the techniques of texturing assets using Substance Painter
and Quixel Megascans Keep assets historically accurate Integrate assets with the game engine Create visualizations with Unreal
Engine 4 Who Is This Book For Game developers with some experience who are eager to get into VR-based games
Learn to design and build Virtual Reality experiences, applications, and games in Unreal Engine 4 through a series of practical,
hands-on projects that teach you to create controllable avatars, user interfaces, and more. Key Features Learn about effective VR
design and develop virtual reality games and applications for every VR platform Build essential features for VR such as player
locomotion and interaction, 3D user interfaces, and 360 media players Learn about multiplayer networking and how to extend the
engine using plugins and asset packs Book Description Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) is a powerful tool for developing VR games and
applications. With its visual scripting language, Blueprint, and built-in support for all major VR headsets, it's a perfect tool for
designers, artists, and engineers to realize their visions in VR. This book will guide you step-by-step through a series of projects
that teach essential concepts and techniques for VR development in UE4. You will begin by learning how to think about (and
design for) VR and then proceed to set up a development environment. A series of practical projects follows, taking you through
essential VR concepts. Through these exercises, you'll learn how to set up UE4 projects that run effectively in VR, how to build
player locomotion schemes, and how to use hand controllers to interact with the world. You'll then move on to create user
interfaces in 3D space, use the editor's VR mode to build environments directly in VR, and profile/optimize worlds you've built.
Finally, you'll explore more advanced topics, such as displaying stereo media in VR, networking in Unreal, and using plugins to
extend the engine. Throughout, this book focuses on creating a deeper understanding of why the relevant tools and techniques
work as they do, so you can use the techniques and concepts learned here as a springboard for further learning and exploration in
VR. What you will learn Understand design principles and concepts for building VR applications Set up your development
environment with Unreal Blueprints and C++ Create a player character with several locomotion schemes Evaluate and solve
performance problems in VR to maintain high frame rates Display mono and stereo videos in VR Extend Unreal Engine's
capabilities using various plugins Who this book is for This book is for anyone interested in learning to develop Virtual Reality
games and applications using UE4. Developers new to UE4 will benefit from hands-on projects that guide readers through clearlyexplained steps, while both new and experienced developers will learn crucial principles and techniques for VR development in
UE4.

Master the basics of Unreal Engine 4 to build stunning video games About This Book Get to grips with the user interface
of Unreal Engine 4 and find out more about its various robust features Create dream video games with the help of the
different tools Unreal Engine 4 offers Create video-games and fully utilize the power of Unreal Engine 4 to bring games to
life through this step-by-step guide Who This Book Is For If you have a basic understanding of working on a 3D
environment and you are interested in video game development, then this book is for you. A solid knowledge of C++ will
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come in handy. What You Will Learn Download both the binary and source version of Unreal Engine 4 and get familiar
with the UI Get to know more about the Material Editor and how it works Add a post process to the scene and alter it to
get a unique look for your scene Acquaint yourself with the unique and exclusive feature of Unreal Engine 4—Blueprints
Find out more about Static and Dynamic lighting and the difference between various lights Use Matinee to create cut
scenes Create a health bar for the player with the use of Unreal Motion Graphics (UMG) Get familiar with Cascade
Particle Editor In Detail Unreal Engine 4 is a complete suite of game development tools that gives you power to develop
your game and seamlessly deploy it to iOS and Android devices. It can be used for the development of simple 2D games
or even stunning high-end visuals. Unreal Engine features a high degree of portability and is a tool used by many game
developers today. This book will introduce you to the most popular game development tool called Unreal Engine 4 with
hands-on instructions for building stunning video games. You will begin by creating a new project or prototype by learning
the essentials of Unreal Engine by getting familiar with the UI and Content Browser. Next, we'll import a sample asset
from Autodesk 3ds max and learn more about Material Editor. After that we will learn more about Post Process. From
there we will continue to learn more about Blueprints, Lights, UMG, C++ and more. Style and approach This step-by-step
guide will help you gain practical knowledge about Unreal Engine through detailed descriptions of all the tools offered by
Unreal Engine.
Learn how to use Unreal Engine 4 by building 3D and multiplayer games using Blueprints Key Features Learn the
fundamentals of Unreal Engine such as project templates, Blueprints, and C++ Learn to design games; use UMG to
create menus and HUDs, and replication to create multiplayer games Build dynamic game elements using Animation
Blueprints and Behavior Trees Book Description Unreal Engine is a popular game engine for developers to build highend 2D and 3D games. This book is a practical guide, starting off by quickly introducing you to the Unreal Engine 4 (UE4)
ecosystem. You will learn how to create Blueprints and C++ code to define your game's functionality. You will be
familiarized with the core systems of UE4 such as UMG, Animation Blueprints, and Behavior Trees. You will also learn
how to use replication to create multiplayer games. By the end of this book, you will have a broad, solid knowledge base
to expand upon on your journey with UE4. What you will learn Use project templates to give your game a head start
Create custom Blueprints and C++ classes and extend from Epic's base classes Use UMG to create menus and HUDs
for your game Create more dynamic characters using Animation Blueprints Learn how to create complex AI with
Behavior Trees Use replication to create multiplayer games Optimize, test, and deploy a UE4 project Who this book is for
Readers who already have some game development experience and Unity users who would like to try UE4 will all benefit
from this book. Knowledge of basic Object-Oriented Programming topics such as variables, functions, and classes is
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assumed.
Do you want to create your own games? To learn something and use it Right After?Than this book is for you.This is a
Tutorial Series Book aimed to help you to make the games.In This book You Will learn how to work with Lights in Unreal
Engine 4, specifically create your own custom logic ready to be implemented into the game.After the course from the
book you will learn how to create Light Switchers, A rechargable FlashLight and How To Brake The Light via Shooting
and other Different Light Variations with some help of Materials.You will be able to create bunch of stuff connected with
Light in your game!
Swami Bhashyananda has explained different aspects of Vedanta philosophy in this book with appropriate quotations
from the Upanishads and Gita and has brought home to us the significance of this great philosophy in the context of the
present edition in the world. From the standpoint of this book will serve a very useful purpose by making readers aware of
their duty to themselves and to the world at large.
A comprehensive guide with coverage on AudioFX, Particle system, shaders, sequencers, and the latest features of
Unreal 4.19 that will take your game development skills to the next level Key Features Create a high-performance
Combat game using the essential features of Unreal Engine 4.18+. Master the complex competitive features needed in
modern games such as Volumetric Lightmaps and Precomputed Lighting on Volumetric Fog, and build an impressive UI.
Experience not only VR support for your game but also the inbuilt support of Apple's ARKit and Google's ARCore with
UE4's newly released support for these platforms. Book Description To make a basic combat game from scratch, you will
quickly override existing UE4 classes, and add and implement simple C++ functions while running and building them.
These are all discussed as a short summary for new developers and as a quick refresher for experienced developers.
Next, you will build a combat player character with expanded controls, create logic for a character, swap weapons, attack
and move, bridge over scene changes and transitions, retain data between scenes, and manage the scene-change
process. You will then build an intelligent enemy AI and add physics based particles for weapon impacts. You will also
get acquainted with cutting-edge features such as Volumetric Lightmaps for precomputed lighting, and Atmospheric and
Volumetric Fog, to build advanced visuals in our ongoing GitHub project. Moving on, you will explore the tools required to
build an in-game cut-scene for a more professional gameplay experience and story direction. Along the way, you will
implement a solid game UI, including writing a full in-game load and save system that will enable players to resume their
game from any point. You will also prepare, build, and work on VR and AR taking them from editor to real-world, building
two new projects one in each of these brand new areas of UE4 and integrate classes from the main project into AR! By
the end of the book, you will have mastered all major UE features and will be able to bring self-imagined games to life
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through Unreal Engine 4.18+. What you will learn The fundamentals of a combat-based game that will let you build and
work all other systems from the core gameplay: the input, inventory, A.I. enemies, U.I., and audio Manage performance
tools and branching shaders based on platform capabilities in the Material Editor Explore scene or level transitions and
management strategies Improve visuals using UE4 systems such as Volumetric Lightmaps, Precomputed Lighting, and
Cutscenes Implement audio-to-animation timelines and trigger them from visual FX Integrate Augmented Reality into a
game with UE4's brand new ARKit and ARCore support Perform almost any game logic needed via Blueprint Visual
Scripting, and know when to implement it in Blueprint as opposed to C++ Who this book is for This book is for game
developers who want to build high-performance games with amazing UIs. Experience with C++ is required and some
knowledge of working with Unreal Engine 4 would be an advantage.
A thought-provoking journey of companionship, courage, tenderness, and tea. Big Panda and Tiny Dragon embark on a
journey through the seasons of the year together. They get lost, as many of us do. But while lost, they discover many
beautiful sights they'd never have found had they gone the right way. Told through a series of beautiful drawings and
quiet, sometimes silly, conversations, the panda and the dragon explore the thoughts and emotions, hardships and
happiness that connect us all. In nature, they learn how to live in the moment, how to be at peace with uncertainty, and
how to find the strength to overcome life's obstacles together. Inspired by Buddhist philosophy and spirituality, British
author and artist James Norbury created the adventures of Big Panda and Tiny Dragon to share ideas that have helped
him through difficult times. The book’s series of vignettes can be read cover to cover or dipped into whenever inspiration
is needed. James hopes the book’s words and images will inspire others to pause, enjoy the stillness, and look at life in
a positive new way. WORDS OF WISDOM: The seemingly simple, and often silly, conversations between Big Panda and
Tiny Dragon reveal meaningful insights on friendship, inner wisdom, and self-acceptance. INSPIRING IMAGES: Depicted
in bold brush strokes reminiscent of calligraphy, big, fluffy Panda and tiny, wiry Dragon journey through rolling hills,
wooded forests, and blooming meadows in more than 120 elegant black-and-white and full-color scenes. FOR
READERS OF ALL AGES: From youngsters at story time to new graduates with the world ahead of them to adults in
moments of challenge or transition, Big Panda and Tiny Dragon offer comfort, inspiration, and a wry smile for every
reader. WORK OF ART: Featuring a beautiful cover and a collection of stunning illustrations, each one more beautiful
than the next, every page in this book is worthy of framing. HEARTFELT GIFT: Full of wisdom and touching humor, Big
Panda and Tiny Dragon makes a thoughtful gift to be treasured.
Take your game development skills to the next level with one of the best engines on the market About This Book Build an
entire AAA game level throughout the book Take your C++ scripting skills to the next level and use them extensively to
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build the game An advanced practical guide with a tutorial style approach that will help you make the best of Unreal
engine 4 Who This Book Is For This book is for game developers who have a basic knowledge of Unreal Engine and C++
scripting knowledge. If you want to take the leap from a casual game developer to a full-fledged professional game
developer with Unreal Engine 4, this is the book for you. What You Will Learn Script your player controls in C++ Build a
superb and engaging level with advanced design techniques Program AI with C++ Use Cascade to add life to your
games Use custom shaders and advanced shading techniques to make things pretty Implement an awesome UI in the
game Control gameplay using data tables In Detail Unreal Engine 4 has garnered a lot of attention in the gaming world
because of its new and improved graphics and rendering engine, the physics simulator, particle generator, and more.
This book is the ideal guide to help you leverage all these features to create state-of-the-art games that capture the eye
of your audience. Inside we'll explain advanced shaders and effects techniques and how you can implement them in your
games. You'll create custom lighting effects, use the physics simulator to add that extra edge to your games, and create
customized game environments that look visually stunning using the rendering technique. You'll find out how to use the
new rendering engine efficiently, add amazing post-processing effects, and use data tables to create data-driven
gameplay that is engaging and exciting. By the end of this book, you will be able to create professional games with
stunning graphics using Unreal Engine 4! Style and approach An advanced guide that will take you to the next level of
developing games with Unreal engine with illustrative examples that will make you confident of creating customized
professional level games on your won.
If you are really passionate about games and have always wanted to write your own, this book is perfect for you. It will
help you get started with programming in C++ and explore the immense functionalities of UE4.
Build optimized, efficient, and real-time applications that are production-ready using Unreal Engine's Material Editor Key Features Create
stunning visual effects for 3D games and high-quality graphics Design efficient Shaders for mobile platforms without sacrificing their realism
Discover what goes into the structure of Shaders and why lighting works the way it does Book Description Unreal Engine 4 is a powerful
game engine, one which has seen a recent boost in widespread adoption thanks to its ease of use and the powerful rendering pipeline that it
packs. Seeing as how it's relatively easy to create stunning presentations and visuals, Unreal has quickly become a strong contender in
industries where this kind of software had been previously denied entry. With that in mind, this book aims to help you get the most out of
Unreal Engine 4 - from creating awe-inspiring graphics to delivering optimized experiences to your users. This is possible thanks to a mixture
of hands-on experience with real materials and the theory behind them. You will immediately know how to create that material that you want
to display, and you'll also end up with the knowledge that will let you know how to control it. All of this will be done without losing sight of two
key components of any real-time application - optimization, and efficiency. The materials that you create will be light and efficient, and they
will vary depending on your target platform. You'll know which techniques can be used in any kind of device and which ones should be kept to
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high-end machines, giving you the confidence to tackle any material-related task that you can imagine. Hop onboard and discover how! What
you will learn Master Unreal Engine's rendering pipeline for developing real-time graphics Use physically based rendering (PBR) for building
materials and lighting solutions Build optimized materials for games targeting multiple platforms Understand Unreal Engine's node and
functions for creating desirable effects Design and build production-ready shaders Explore Unreal Engine's Material Editor for building
complex materials and textures Who this book is for This book is for developers who want to create their first Shaders in Unreal Engine 4 or
wish to take their game to a whole new level by adding professional post-processing effects. A solid understanding of Unreal is required to
get the most from this book.
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, learn how to start using Unreal Engine 4 to build amazing games for Windows, Mac, PS4, Xbox One,
iOS, Android, the web, Linux-or all of them! Sams Teach Yourself Unreal Engine 4 Game Development in 24 Hours' straightforward, step-bystep approach shows you how to work with Unreal Engine 4's interface, its workflows, and its most powerful editors and tools. In just hours
you'll be creating effects, scripting warfare, implementing physics-even developing for mobile devices and HUDs. Every lesson builds on what
you've already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success. Organize new projects and work with the Gameplay
Framework Master Unreal's units and control systems Import 3D models and work with the Static Mesh Editor Create new landscapes and
use Unreal's foliage system Bring characters and creatures to life with the Persona Editor Apply materials and build lighting Integrate and
modify audio with the Unreal Sound Cue Editor Craft particle effects and simulate physics Set up and react to player inputs Build levels and
entirely new worlds Get started with powerful Blueprint visual scripting system Script an arcade game from start to finish Create events that
respond to player actions Spawn Actors during gameplay Design and create action-based encounters Optimize games for mobile devices
and touch-based inputs Build menus with Unreal's UMG UI Designer Prepare your game for deployment Step-by-step instructions carefully
walk you through the most common Unreal Engine 4 game development tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show you how to apply what
you learn. Quizzes and Exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your skills. Notes and tips point out shortcuts and solutions. All
the project files and assets you'll need are available for download, including "before-and-after" files demonstrating initial setup and proper
completion for every exercise.
Learn to build intelligent and responsive Non-Player Characters for your games with Unreal Engine Game AI. Key Features Understand the
built-in AI systems in Unreal Engine for building intelligent games Leverage the power of Unreal Engine 4 programming to create game AI
that focuses on motion, animation, and tactics Learn to profile, visualize, and debug your Game AI for checking logic and optimizing
performance Book Description Learning how to apply artificial intelligence ( AI ) is crucial and can take the fun factor to the next level, whether
you're developing a traditional, educational, or any other kind of game. If you want to use AI to extend the life of your games and make them
challenging and more interesting, this book is for you. The book starts by breaking down AI into simple concepts to get a fundamental
understanding of it. Using a variety of examples, you will work through actual implementations designed to highlight key concepts and
features related to game AI in UE4. You will learn to work through the built-in AI framework in order to build believable characters for every
game genre (including RPG, Strategic, Platform, FPS, Simulation, Arcade, and Educational). You will learn to configure the Navigation,
Environmental Querying, and Perception systems for your AI agents and couple these with Behavior Trees, all accompanied with practical
examples. You will also explore how the engine handles dynamic crowds. In the concluding chapters, you will learn how to profile, visualize,
and debug your AI systems to correct the AI logic and increase performance. By the end of the book, your AI knowledge of the built-in AI
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system in Unreal will be deep and comprehensive, allowing you to build powerful AI agents within your projects. What you will learn Get an indepth knowledge about all the AI Systems within Unreal Engine Create complex AIs, understanding the art of designing and developing
Behavior Tree Learn how to perform Environmental Queries (EQS) Master the Navigation, Perception, and Crowd Systems Profile and
Visualize the AI Systems with powerful debugging tools Extend every AI and Debug system with custom nodes and functions Who this book
is for Hands-On Artificial Intelligence with Unreal Engine is for you if you are a game developer with a bit experience in Unreal Engine, and
now want to understand and implement believable game AI within Unreal Engine. The book will be both in Blueprint and C++, allowing people
from every background to enjoy the book. Whether you're looking to build your first game or expand your knowledge to the edge as a Game
AI Programmer, you will find plenty of exciting information and examples of game AI in terms of concepts and implementation, including how
to extend some of these systems.
Game Development and Simulation with Unreal Technology explores the use of Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) for the development of real-time
digital interactive contents to be used in computerized games or simulations. The engine is considered in three main iterations: from the basic
use of the engine to build games and simulation content out of the box, to i
Have you ever played a video-game and wished you could make your own? Well, with the power of Unreal Engine 4 and this book... Now
your dreams can now be reality! This book has been designed and crafted by independent developer Ryan Shah (of Kitatus Studios), who
boasts over 10 years of experience working with video-game development tools as well as 2D/3D art applications. Ryan Shah will guide you
through your adventures with Unreal Engine 4, Teaching you all the important information in an enjoyable, relaxed and entertaining style,
which will help make sure you have the greatest possible adventure learning to create the video-game of your dreams. If you enjoyed 3D
point and click adventure titles (Such as Telltale's The Walking Dead, Back to the Future, Sam and Max .etc) then this book is for you! In this
title, we don't only cover how to create your own 3D point and click adventure project, but we also cover all the important pieces of Unreal
Engine 4 that you'll need to make sure your projects rise above all others and become amazing titles that your fans will adore for years to
come!
The internationally bestselling guide to "mind-reading" by influencing those around you via non-verbal communication, from human
psychology expert Henrik Fexeus. How would you like to know what the people around you are thinking? Do you want to network like a pro,
persuade your boss to give you that promotion, and finally become the life of every party? Now, with Henrik Fexeus's expertise, you can. The
Art of Reading Minds teaches you everything you need to know in order to become an expert at mind-reading. Using psychology-based skills
such as non-verbal communication, reading body language, and using psychological influence, Fexeus explains how readers can find out
what another person thinks and feels– and consequently control that person’s thoughts and beliefs. Short, snappy chapters cover subjects
such as contradictory signs and what they mean, how people flirt without even knowing it, benevolent methods of suggestion and
undetectable influence, how to plant and trigger emotional states, and how to perform impressive mind-reading party tricks. Fexeus gives
readers practical (and often fun) examples of how to effectively mind-read others and use this information, benevolently, both in personal and
professional settings.
A full-color digital art book containing concept art and commentary from the development of DOOM Eternal, the next entry in the iconic firstperson shooter series. The newest chapter in the quintessential game franchise from id Software is here. Witness DOOM Eternal! This epic
volume explores the art and development of the hotly anticipated sequel to the 2016 Game Award-winner for Best Action Game! Explore the
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twisted demonic invasion of Earth, the cultist UAC facilities, and plunge into otherworldly and unknown locations new to the DOOM universe.
Admire the dangerous glimmering edges of the Slayer's arsenal and armor. Examine the ancient designs and breeds of Hell's soldiers and
lords--all in gloriously designed full color images straight from the files of the game's artists themselves! Dark Horse Books and id Software
join forces to present The Art of DOOM Eternal, encompassing every detail you've come to love from DOOM!
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